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Is there no herd of men like beasts 
where man may go? 

Come home at last; come, end of loneliness… 
to our thin dying souls against Eternity pressed. 
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Prefa ce


 “The deepest need each of us has, even 
if we are not conscious of it, is that of eternal 
life.”  With these words Christoph F. Blumhardt 
uncovers the root cause of so much that has gone 
wrong in modern life: the loss of any awareness 
of eternity.  For most people nowadays,  it is the 
temporal and transitory things of life that are 
most important. That is not surprising, for those 
things are immediate, tangible, and visible. But 
it is still lamentable, because it means that the 
eternal dimension of life – that part of it that is 
divine and thus enduring – falls by the wayside, 
unnoticed and unacknowledged. 

When eternity is forgotten, human destiny is 
robbed of its real significance, and the goal of life 
limited to the search for fulfillment on an earthly 
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plane. Remembered, it enlarges our view and, 
through what is best and noblest in us, reminds 
us of the promise of another home on a higher 
plane: the world from which we come, and to 
which we must one day return. To be mindful of 
eternity is to know that our earthly existence will 
one day be overshadowed by the eternal reality of 
everlasting life. 

Anyone who opens our minds to this knowl
edge does us a great service. That is why the words 
collected here, unassuming and simple as they are, 
are so powerful, and so significant.  For Johann 
Christoph Blumhardt (1805–1880) and his son, 
Christoph Friedrich Blumhardt (1842–1919), 
“eternity” is not just another word for the here 
after – for some vague, future haven where the 
souls of the departed find rest. No. For them 
eternity is a present reality whose transformative 
power is already breaking into time, and whose 
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glory is already visible here and there, wherever 
there are eyes to see it. And so for us, it is a guide 
and a beacon, a source of strength, a fountain of 
hope that never fails. We need this hope urgently, 
no less than we need our daily bread. 

The Editors 
December 1999 
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if we are not active as part of a 
whole, working toward a higher goal, we will 
deteriorate inwardly and outwardly. Only if 
our hearts are in a task greater than ourselves 
will we thrive in earthly matters too. Society 
will deteriorate, physically and spiritually, 
unless each of its members has a task to fulfill 
for the sake of the common good and for 
creation – for God. 
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 whether we are aware of it or not, 
eternity is our only joy. It strengthens us in 
our earthly life, which is ephemeral without 
eternity. Anything we might hope for in 
life, everything we have that brings us joy, 
is connected with the name of Jesus, the 
heavenly jewel sent us by the Father. And 
so, in the measure that we share in his name, 
the years of our life will be enfolded in 
heavenly things. 
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 To feel close to God is a great comfort. 
It is depressing to feel alone and forsaken, 
to think that we have been left to our own 
resources and must rely on our own strength. 
I would not want to live a single day without 
being able to feel that God’s angels are 
around me, and around the whole world. I 
cannot live one day without believing that we 
are never alone. 
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 it is wonderful to know what we live 
for, to know that what we do for our Lord is 
never wasted but will bear fruit in eternity. 
Yet we must not forget that whatever good 
we accomplish is not the result of our own 
strength. It happens only through the blood 
of Christ. If we forget this, all our efforts 
will fail, because we will lack the incentive to 
dispense with worthless things and seek the 
truth. Oh, how hard it is to draw oneself out 
of the vanity of one’s own life! 
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 Perhaps the greatest danger that threatens 
us comes from being overly involved in the 
small, ordinary happenings of daily life – from 
becoming so enslaved by them that they fill 
our heart and soul. To go about life in this 
way is to go about unprotected, unaware, 
distracted, and removed from reality. Let us 
never allow ourselves to be dragged down by 
pettiness, or take the things of this earth so 
seriously that they burden us day after day. Let 
us live constantly in the Promise. 
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 we must go down into the depths; 
that is our calling. Yet at the same time we 
must keep the heights in our hearts. Our 
human calling goes beyond death into 
eternity. Blessed are those who keep God’s 
height in their own depths. 
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when we have found the foundation 
that God gives us for our lives, we will be 
shown his light for all people, both in the 
visible and in the invisible world. And we will 
be given the certainty that our faith and our 
relationship with the Father, as well as our 
life on earth – fraught as it is with trials and 
darkness – can work for the good of the world 
and for humankind. That is our joy. 
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 we find ourselves in darkness, yet we 
live in the light; we know sorrow, yet we have 
joy; we are burdened, yet we have wings to 
meet our God, the eternal light and life of all 
creation. This is our joy now, and in this joy 
we shall remain. We must fight; we must hold 
the standard high; we must let the light shine 
forth. We must never be discouraged. 
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 The world is a reality; only by a reality 
can it be overcome. 
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 Jesus makes all things new! That is our 
light. And with it we can look into the 
greatest depravities, into the darkest places 
of humanity, and still have confidence in the 
God who makes all things new in heaven and 
on earth. We are not called to establish new 
hells, but to declare war on sin and death in 
the strength of God, who is love. 
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our thoughts should not dwell too 
briefly on the Crucified One. We ought, 
rather, to surrender our entire being to him: 
“Very well, if I must die to myself, I must; 
but I shall do so in the name of the living 
God – under his judgment alone, and at the 
side of the Savior.” If we can release the things 
that bind us in this manner, we will be saved, 
for a whole new life will begin for us. The 
old world must be given up in this way – at 
the cross, and through judgment – if the new 
world is to begin. 
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 Everything that exists on earth has 
something mysterious hidden in it. Every 
visible being carries the stamp of the eternal. 
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 Even though we have not yet reached 
true blessedness, we can hope for it, for we do 
have a Father in heaven. He is a loving Father, 
and we may call to him with hearts full of 
joy and confidence. In this certainty a wave 
of blessedness will come over us; and it will 
never leave us, even though we suffer deep 
anguish again and again. In this certainty we 
can weep and rejoice at the same time. 
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 “Die, and Jesus will live” means 
“Yield, give up your demands.” Then, instead 
of death, you will see life. We must go 
through death not in order to die, but so we 
might rise again. 
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 Again and again we experience 
goodness – in tangible, material ways as well. 
By this we see that though Jesus died, he lives, 
and truly lives, among us. 
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 As soon as we begin to live in God, our 
whole life will be transformed. Then we will 
marvel: so many things that used to burden us 
or tempt us to worry will suddenly seem quite 
insignificant. 
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 r ight into death we must go! That 
is our first lesson as disciples of Jesus: to live 
in the midst of death, so that the Risen One 
is glorified. Therefore we should not say, “In 
the midst of life we are surrounded by death,” 
but “In the midst of death we are surrounded 
by life.” We should not mourn, but praise. 
Words do not convey the import of this truth, 
but every heart must receive it: you need no 
longer struggle to escape the valley of death, 
or to run from it as from an overpowering 
enemy. Stand firm instead at the side of the 
Risen One, and proclaim life in the midst of 
death. Jesus conquered death, and through 
him, the source of power and light, life will be 
victorious even in the dead. 
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we, too, are promised resurrection. One 
could almost say that to die is to rise again. It 
was not meant that the Savior alone should 
rise from the dead. Why should it stop there? 
We do not just die when death comes to us; 
we die into a resurrection. We are meant to 
live. And thus our lives should bear the stamp 
of life – the stamp of resurrection. 
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in God’s kingdom are gifts we cannot 
yet comprehend – wonderful gifts of life 
and immortality – and when we enter it, 
we will experience abundance at every step. 
But the kingdom is not just a future idea 
with no present reality. I hear from many a 
miserable person: “I have found happiness in 
my wretchedness, for the gift of the heavenly 
kingdom is already in my heart. In the midst 
of pain I can see God.” 
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satan’s bonds are not unbreakable: 
whoever tackles them in earnest, believing 
in Christ, the conqueror, can be freed. As he 
himself says, “The truth will set you free,” and 
“If the Son sets you free, you will indeed be 
free.” Indeed, the victory is already won, for 
our Lord sits at the right hand of God. He 
has received gifts that are his to give, even 
to those who deny him. And he will fight 
from above until all his enemies have been 
cast down as a footstool for his feet; until all 
creation – heaven and earth –can shout for 
joy. Who can comprehend the greatness of 
Jesus’ victory? Yet we shall inherit it, as soon 
as we believe and accept his triumph, which is 
there for all to see. 
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 As long as Jesus is my Lord, I do not 
need anyone else; but I will not be alone. For 
all heaven stands with those who take a lonely 
stand on earth for Jesus. 
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 is it still possible to spread the news 
of the true gospel? Is it still possible to see 
someone made new in Christ? So many 
people have given up, lost hope. But even if 
the whole world no longer believed in the 
possibility of transformation, we would still 
have to believe: Christ wants to create new 
people, here on this earth. People could die 
a blessed death before Christ came; comfort 
in life, and comfort in death, too, could be 
had before Christ. But he came to make new 
people, filled with the power of eternal life 
and radiant with the love of God, who is the 
light of truth and life. 
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 Christ promised us he would be with 
us: “I am with you to the end of the age.” So 
in all our weakness and poverty he is here. He 
is present; he works signs and miracles, and in 
him we can rejoice. 
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once we really know Christ, we 
will enter a new world. Overwhelmed by 
the richness and diversity of the divine, 
we will take his power in our own lives for 
granted – power we had hardly believed 
possible. But that is what it means to have 
new life in Christ. 
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 To believe means to accept God as 
present, here and now. 
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 To think only in terms of what is 
“natural,” to expect help from the natural 
world alone – that is fanaticism! Yet to this 
day, if you forsake such help and depend 
on the Holy Spirit and the power of God, 
people will say you are deluded. In actual fact, 
however, there is no doubt that biblically 
speaking, it is unrealistic and deluded to 
depend on the world’s sources of strength; 
and fanatical to rely on its nonsense as if it 
were the real help or remedy. 
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ith God nothing is impossible.” He w“ 
can make newborn people even of us; he 
is able to bring about total rebirth. He can 
transform godless people into godly ones, and 
children of Satan into children of God. Yes, 
with him nothing is impossible. And from 
him – through his omnipotence – each of us 
can expect the help we need. Through him we 
can find freedom from the bondage of much 
that would be otherwise impossible to escape 
or overcome. 
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 we are independent of time and 
season; a new year does not impress us. Our 
lives bear the mark of eternity, of the eternal 
God who created us in his image. He does 
not want us to be swallowed up in what is 
transitory, but calls us to what is eternal. And 
he shall make of us immortal, timeless beings 
filled with eternity. 
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 The tempter has an easy time with 
people who lack insight into God’s plans and 
his revelations, those without discernment. 
As for knowledge of what is true or untrue, 
let us not forget that in overthrowing the 
tempter, Jesus placed the realities of heaven 
at our disposal. On our own we cannot rise 
above the laws of this world, but with Jesus 
we can. Believe it: the Savior is able to help us 
at any time and in any way. He can sustain us 
even without bread. 
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 Christ must stand before you as the living 
one. Awake, my heart! Rejoice and be glad, 
and do not let darkness overcome you. Do 
not let the sadness of the times fill your mind; 
they are man’s times. Live in God’s time. Do 
not forget that Christ may draw near at any 
moment and guide you to heaven. 
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 in the midst of temporal darkness we can 
be transplanted into everlasting light; in the 
midst of death we can have life and peace. So 
let us continue to work and trust that though 
there may still be shadows, they will soon be 
scattered. Those who hold firmly to Christ 
will enter God’s kingdom, the kingdom 
without end. That is our comfort and hope. 
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 Everywhere people are being saved; 
that is, they are finding themselves in the new 
world where they can find fullness of joy even 
in the midst of all sorrow. To live in this new 
world – to live in the kingdom of God – that 
gives strength for life, strength for whatever 
must be suffered and borne; strength even in 
dying. It gives hope that whoever calls upon 
the name of the Lord shall be saved, and 
knowledge that divine powers are at work, 
even if silently, here and now. 
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 if we have the right attitude of faith to 
the Savior and to the promises the Father 
makes, a new light will dawn for us, and the 
cause of Christ will suddenly take on joy and 
radiance. We will have new hope: “Why, we 
had completely forgotten that there is a Holy 
Spirit, who can supersede the laws of everyday 
life!” And we will not mourn, neither over 
the unfortunate circumstances of our lives, 
nor over the state of the churches, nor even 
over the powers of sin and hell. Nor will we 
fear the dangerous days that are foretold, the 
days of the end times. If we have the light 
and power of the Holy Spirit, we shall not be 
confounded. 
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 no medicine can make you whole like 
faith in Jesus Christ, the physician of souls 
who gives health of body and soul for time 
and eternity. He gives all this to those who are 
willing to drink at his healing fountain. 
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 How great is God’s protection over 
those who have faith! Indeed, the very angels 
stand ready to serve us. We do not see these 
hosts; but the time may come again when 
we are allowed to perceive their presence, 
as proof of God’s plan of salvation, and a 
reminder of the truth in the stories of old. For 
in the end, according to his original intent, 
God will carry out a miracle greater than any 
he has performed thus far: the redemption of 
the whole world. 
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 People think that after they die 
everything will suddenly fall into place. But 
if you do not have eternal life here, do you 
really think it will be any better over there? 
What gives you that hope? It would seem to 
me that when people die they will be just the 
same afterward as before. If they see and hear 
nothing but themselves in this life, won’t it be 
the same for them in the next? But if they are 
gripped by eternity while still on earth, then 
dying – the laying aside of the body – will pale 
in comparison to beginning a new life full of 
heavenly joys. 
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 As surely as the world sets its hopes on 
machines, I set my hopes on the power of 
the Spirit. It is so strong that it can reverse 
everything that seems doomed. The Spirit can 
bring about a new heaven, a new earth, and a 
new life – and we ourselves will see it. 
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not until we know something of the 
wonderful goodness of God – the great God 
of heaven and earth, whose kindness goes 
out to the lowliest and comes to their aid 
outwardly as well as inwardly – not until then 
will we know what God is and feel lifted and 
carried by his peace. As the psalmist says, “We 
have a God who helps us, and a Lord who 
saves us from death.” Oh, if only we had faith 
to truly comprehend how close God is to us! 
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 The more we draw on God’s deeds 
in the past and treasure them, the more 
capable we will become of experiencing his 
history; that is, his continued working in the 
world today. Then we will see miracles – not 
magicians’ tricks, but divine wonders. Let 
us be patient. The human vestment will still 
fall away, and then we will see what remains: 
deeds unlike anything recorded in the books 
of men. 
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 we need powers from God so that we 
can attend to the things of this world in such 
a way that they gain value for eternity. 
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once we enter into God’s world – the 
world of Jesus Christ – new potentials open 
up. And as we become conscious of them, in 
body or soul, we will be able to ask for even 
more to be given. 
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 Great things happen when we 
believe in Christ: our thoughts and feelings 
are transformed, our behavior changes – our 
entire disposition is transformed. Happiness, 
thoughtfulness, love, and peace; inward 
calm and healing from defects of body and 
soul – all these things come with belief. It is 
like resurrection. But these gifts would surely 
be even more striking if we had greater faith 
and childlikeness – if we were more eager to 
attain the new nature. 
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so many people say, “What is life to 
me? I wish I were dead!” But those who talk 
like this have lost every trace of the Spirit; 
they have forgotten what a God-given 
treasure life is. To value life: that is the 
essential! Whenever a new person enters your 
house – your life – ask, “How can I make his 
life a joy?” Don’t ask, “What is he worth?” 
or “What can she do for me?” Give love, 
and the rest will come of itself. But keep this 
question always in mind: “How can I bring 
joy to others?” 
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it is futile to seek the essence of 
Christianity in words – even in the words of 
Jesus, for they can never be summed up, not 
by the best system. The essence of Christianity 
shows itself only as a gift from another 
world – though even then it is often obscured 
by great jumbles of “Christian” activity. Even 
so, each of us can hope for it, and find it for 
ourselves. Even the impossible can be made 
possible by the silent power that surrounds us 
and bubbles over with life and splendor. 
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 when man and woman still 
belonged to God, that was Paradise; when 
they no longer belonged to him, it came to 
an end. Then Jesus, the Son of God, came 
into the world, and it was Paradise again. 
It is really that simple: those who came to 
Jesus and were touched by him were filled 
with bliss; they came to life inwardly and 
outwardly. Jesus had words of life, and those 
around him were as if in Paradise. It is the 
same for us now: wherever there are words 
of life, there is Paradise. 
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 Today you will be with me in Paradise.” 

When Jesus is among us, these words hold 

true, wherever we are. 
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 Christ wants to appear to us today – 
hidden, perhaps, and perhaps only in 
Spirit – yet not without the clear beginnings 
of eternal life. Anyone who yields to this 
knowledge will recognize how real Christ is. 
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whenever God’s Word appears to 
us, the eternal spark within us emerges from 
the pit and rises toward the light. We become 
different people; our souls awake and become 
alive; our spirits are roused from sleep, and a 
longing for our origin – for God – arises in us. 
We become our true selves. When our eyes 
are opened to see Christ’s splendor, we are 
totally transformed. And the opposite is true 
too: when our eyes do not receive his light, we 
remain utterly blind. 
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 God sends powers of every kind to 
aid body and soul, and he bestows them 
as personal gifts. His powers surround us 
and accompany us in infinite ways; they are 
richly diverse. 
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 God shows us so much kindness! If we 

were to count all the good things he does for 

us even in one day, we would be amazed, yet 

we neither see nor perceive most of them. If 

only our awareness of God were such that 

it could swallow up the disagreeable things 

of the day! But it is usually the other way 
around: they tend to swallow up whatever 
is good and push it into the background. To 
attain a cheerful frame of mind would not be 
hard, if only we learned to accept God’s love 
to us. Then we could ignore life’s unpleasant 
circumstances, which – in light of his 
goodness – are as good as nonexistent. 
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we live in a time of death and dying – 
we must face that fact – and as time goes 
on our power must decrease. Yes, even the 
greatest physical strength – even the liveliest 
mind and heart – must grow weak. The law 
of dying surrounds everything we do and 
think and feel. But there is also a law of life 
that enters into this dying, and that is the 
Lord Jesus himself. He is the ever-living one; 
resurrected from the dead, he reaches out 
to us from the other world. He conveys the 
Spirit to us, and in the midst of our dying he 
refreshes and enlivens us with his grace, and 
with the promise of his coming. 
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when all is said and done, the 
worst thing is to have faith and yet no faith: 
to believe and yet not really believe; to claim 
a Savior and yet not expect anything of him; 
to speak of a God before whom all knees 
must bend, and yet worry that the devil is 
mightier than he – and because of this to lack 
courage and confidence in asking for what 
we have been promised. How near our help 
would be, and how quickly it would come, 
if we truly relied on the Savior; if we were 
truly convinced that Jesus, our brother at 
God’s right hand, has the power to save us, 
his children. 
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 we must vie with those in heaven. 
Our task is to give light on earth, in earthly 
weakness; theirs is to give light in heaven, 
in eternal brightness. Who will do more? 
Let us be watchful, lest we are some day put 
to shame. It is the same race, though we are 
stationed at different posts, and the same goal. 
Let us press on together: they carrying out 
their duty above; we doing ours below. 
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 God’s goodness is more powerful than 
evil, though people claim the latter is stronger 
on earth. Good has the final power; it is 
invincible. That is the knowledge and hope in 
which we live. 
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 we must conquer the world, for the 
kingdom of God must come into the world. 
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   Praise God – it is not impossible for those 
in heaven and those who strive toward it to 
be united, for we have a Savior in whom all 
become as one. In him those who have gone 
before and those who have stayed behind are 
brought together. It is not really a separation. 
Yes, in the Savior we are already one: we can 
have each other even today! 
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 Believe it: heaven is open; it is no longer 
closed. We can imagine ourselves in heaven 
in God’s glory, in the heart of our beloved 
Father – released from all sinister powers, 
and truly free. We may have every hope, for 
fulfillment is no longer far from us. And even 
though we may not yet ascend to heaven, we 
may still catch a glimpse of such an ascent. 
For just as our Lord ascended, so will we, 
since it is his will. 
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were God not a God who awakens 
the dead; were God a God who had to 
put up with human history as it is, were it 
impossible to wipe an old slate clean and 
begin again – then our faith in him would be 
purposeless. We might as well give it up today. 
But God is the creator of new life. And he is 
so great and strong that, though the world be 
headed toward destruction and death, he will 
yet steer it in the opposite direction, to life. 
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on the cross our Lord fought through 
to complete victory: for him there is no 
grave anymore; no death. The most wicked 
enemy has been overcome. And so from 
now on, all – whether still alive, or already 
dead – belong to him. He is the Lord of the 
dead as well as of the living. 
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 when someone who is close to me dies, 
I often wonder, “What is he doing now?” 

And then the answer comes: “Now he is going 

to school.” For I would like to think that after 
Christ judges us, he takes us into his school, 
so that even in death we may learn to be God’s 
children. 
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 Dying is simply part of life; we must 
reckon with it as such. And haven’t we seen 
how the Savior comes to many, even at the 
hour of death? How many there are whose 
eyes light up in the last moments, because he 
comes! Therefore be full of joy and hope, and 
remind yourself over and over that at death 
the Savior is coming again. 
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 we are never alone; if we have Jesus, 
his angels are around us. 
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if only you had more faith; if only you 
could see that in spite of all your sorrows, 
the Lord is preparing great things for you! 
They may not be the things you expect, 
but they are surely much more wonderful. 
Whenever you suffer a loss – whenever a 
loved one departs from you or other sorrows 
come your way – trust and believe. And if 
your sorrows stay with you, pray. The Lord is 
working for you, and if you had any inkling 
of his love, your joy would break forth, even 
in your sadness. 
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 we can say with certainty that for those 
who die in the Lord, death has power over 
them only in this world, but no longer in the 
next. For them, death brings immortal life; 
for as the light of earthly life goes out, a new, 
heavenly light is kindled. Of Christ it was 
said, “In the body he was put to death; in the 
spirit he was brought to life.” It is the same 
with those who die in the Lord. 
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you must believe it: those who die in 
the Savior are not lost! Do not mourn, but 
live under the sign of the cross in the spirit of 
Christ’s victory. Once you entrust your life to 
the Lord, death need no longer be a barrier: 
the curtain is pierced. To be sure, you cannot 
see those who have gone before – you are still 
earthly; they are heavenly. But you can feel 
the cloud of witnesses surrounding you, and 
you can have community with those who are 
in heaven. 
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 it is simply our human lot to know 
affliction and endure fear. Let suffering 
and illness, let temptation and persecution 
come! These are small things in comparison 
with the great love God has for us. And the 
more highly we praise his love, the more 
powerfully will he stand by us. Indeed, we 
can defy the whole world, for we are secure 
in the knowledge that Christ is the Lord; 
that he can redeem every evil; that in him all 
powers and principalities must bow down 
before God. 
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 The Holy Spirit itself cannot be 
explained, though its workings can. They 
demonstrate God’s reality. Once this reality 
touches us, we perceive God; we sense that 
God is there. If only we were constantly aware 
of this reality! For truly, it is our duty to 
walk in the Spirit once we have experienced 
it, and to carry the reality of God into the 
most mundane aspects of life. It is our duty to 
gather everything into the light-circle of the 
reality of God. 
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 Lord God, we praise you for opening 
your world to us, and for granting us access 
to the kingdom of heaven through Jesus, your 
son. We ask you: give us discernment to know 
the difference between the temporal and 
the eternal, and clear eyes to see the glory of 
eternity, also in creation, so that we may be 
grateful for everything that comes from your 
hand. Amen. 
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Bad days are one thing – everyone has them 

now and then. But what about the darker clouds that 

settle over a life for weeks or even months at a time? 

what about separation and divorce, prolonged illness 

and hospitalization? what about the loss of a friend or 

a parent, the absence of a child or a spouse? 

sometimes there is nothing you can say in the face 

of death or illness. The simplicity of this little volume 

offers something most well-meaning sympathy cards 

forget: a gentle insistence that there is still a God who 

watches over all, and a stubborn faith that the worst 

trials of life’s difficult hours will one day be over-

shadowed by his comfort and peace. 
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